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When most people think of research, they imagine a scientist in a laboratory, mixing colorful chemicals 
or turning dials on knobs of complex equipment. But not all research is conducted in the laboratory. 

And a scientific approach can be used by anyone, not just scientists. 

In this issue on real-world evidence, we describe the physics that makes our heated tobacco products 
work. We also describe how science-based decision making plays an important role in our sustainability 

program. And we’ll discuss real-world evidence in the context of our product assessment program. 
That includes what is meant by the term real-world evidence, where the data comes from, and some 

examples of the evidence that’s been collected on our leading smoke-free product.
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In November this year, we hosted our fifth Open 
Science event, an online webinar where our four 
panelists, Moira Gilchrist, Maurice Smith, Gizelle 
Baker, and Pierpaolo Magnani, revisited topics 
from previous events and answered audience 
questions about our research and technology. 
They also tackled a few misconceptions about 
PMI, our research, and about harm reduction in 
general. With over 800 people registered for the 
online event and some excellent questions during 
the question-and-answer sessions, we’re looking 
forward to hosting more Open Science events in 
the future. 

Learn more about Open Science:  
Open Science- PMI Scientific Update | PMI Science

Watch the replay:  
Open Science. Open Questions. Open Answers 
Replay | PMI Science

Online November 4, 2021CORESTA Smoke Science 
and Product Technology 
(SSPT2021)

Online October 12-28, 2021

CORESTA (Centre de Coopération pour les 
Recherches Scientifiques Relatives au Tabac / 
Cooperation Centre for Scientific Research Relative 
to Tobacco) promotes international cooperation 
in scientific research relative to tobacco and its 
derived products. This year’s Smoke Science & 
Product Technology conference included 71 oral 
presentations hosted in nine “live” online sessions 
and presentations given in the Symposium on 
“Advancing New Alternative Methods (NAMs) for 
Tobacco Harm Reduction”. PMI scientist Tanja 
Zivkovic Semren focused on “Real-time chemical 
characterization of thermal aerosols by Super 
Secondary Electrospray Ionization coupled with 
High-Resolution Mass Spectrometry (Super SESI–
HR-MS)”.

International Society for 
Quality of Life Research 
(ISOQOL) 

Online October 12-28, 2021

The theme of the 28th Annual Conference, held 
virtually this year, was “Making Valid Decisions: 
Learning from Patient- Reported Outcomes (PROs)”. 
The plenary sessions covered innovative research, 
people-centered care, PROs for decision-making, 
and patient reports in learning health systems. 

PMI scientist Esther Afolalu presented a paper on 
the “Development of consumer-reported outcome 
measure (CROM) guidelines for the tobacco 
industry with respect to psychometric CROM using 
a consortium-based approach”.

ISOQOL is a global community of clinicians, 
researchers, health care professionals, industry 
professionals, and patient research partners 
advancing health-related quality of life research 
(HRQL).

No Smoke Summit

Online September 29-30, 2021

Four PMI scientists participated in the virtual No 
Smoke Summit (4th Scientific Summit on Tobacco 
Harm Reduction: Novel products, Research and 
Policy). The conference focuses on smoking control 
and harm reduction, and included topics on public 
health strategies, toxicology, aerosol chemistry, 
and clinical assessment.

Angela van der Plas presented on “A Japanese 
pharmacy study in cessation patients to explore 
the collection of tobacco use data to supplement 
real-world evidence” and the “Use of interrupted 
time series analysis for evaluating hospitalization 
rates before and after the introduction of heated 
tobacco products in the Japanese market”, David 
Bovard discussed how the “Aerosol from a heated 
tobacco product has less effect on liver detoxifying 
enzymes than cigarette smoke”. Shoaib Majeed 
focused on the “Toxicological assessment of the 
aerosol generated by a novel pin-based heating 
system in human bronchial epithelial cells and 
organotypic small airway epithelial cultures”.

Watch the presentations from PMI scientists.  
PMI Science at No Smoke Summit | PMI Science

https://www.pmiscience.com/open-science
https://www.pmiscience.com/Open-Science/november-questions-answers/open-science
https://www.pmiscience.com/Open-Science/november-questions-answers/open-science
https://www.pmiscience.com/whats-new/pmi-science-at-no-smoke-summit
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Heated tobacco in our smoke-free products’ portfolio 

Resistive heating of tobacco

Resistive heating is where an electric current passes through a conductive material and releases heat to its surroundings. The 
more resistive the material is, the more heat is created. This process is why incandescent light bulbs get hot, for example – the 
electric current running through the filament heats the filament, making it release heat and light.

Our HTPs that rely on resistive heating contain an electronic system that heats the tobacco within a precisely controlled 
temperature range to avoid burning it. This is achieved via a heating blade, in the case of THS versions prior to THS 3.0 induction 
HTPs. When the specifically designed tobacco stick is inserted into the stick holder, the heating blade is pushed into the crimped 
tobacco plug. Once turned on, the heating blade heats the tobacco. The same blade also functions as a temperature monitor, 
allowing the THS to control the temperature of the tobacco. This control ensures consistent taste and avoids burning.
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Electrical current means charged particles called electrons are flowing through the metal. As the electrons move, they 
bounce off of atoms in the metal. The energy from these collisions heat the wire, which can in turn heat its surroundings. 
The higher the electrical resistance of the material, the more heat is produced.

heated tobacco product also incorporates a similar tobacco 
plug into its design.

Heated tobacco products like these are just part of our product 
portfolio. We develop and assess a range of smoke-free 
products so that every adult smoker who would otherwise 
continue to smoke cigarettes can find a suitable, scientifically 
substantiated alternative that allows them to fully switch. 

We designed different ways to heat the tobacco plugs in our 
HTP portfolio. There is the resistive heating approach of our 
original electronically tobacco heating system (Tobacco Heating 
System (THS), induction heating as in the newer addition to 
our product portfolio, and carbon heating as in our carbon-
heated tobacco product (CHTP), just to name a few. Here is an 
explanation of how these products work.

Our heated tobacco products (HTPs) are products in which 
tobacco is heated just enough to release a nicotine-containing 
aerosol for the user to inhale, but without burning the tobacco 
like a cigarette does. Because tobacco is heated and not 
burned, the levels of harmful chemicals in the generated 
aerosols are significantly reduced compared to cigarette 
smoke. HTPs, though, are not risk free, and they provide 
nicotine which is addictive.

Heated tobacco units typically contain a uniquely processed 
tobacco plug designed for heating, not for burning. This 
tobacco plug is made from tobacco leaves, which are ground 
and reconstituted into tobacco sheets, called cast leaf. These 
sheets are then crimped and made into the stick shape. Our 
resistive and induction HTPs use different tobacco units, 
specially designed for the latest device, while our carbon-

PMI has recently developed 
a heated tobacco product 
with a method of heating 
the tobacco that’s different 
from the products in our 
current portfolio. Here is 
an overview of the different 
ways our smoke-free 
products heat tobacco, and 
how this new approach to 
heated tobacco supports 
the smoke-free future.

H ow does that 
actually work?



Carbon heating of tobacco
Unlike the two examples above, our carbon-heated tobacco 
product doesn’t rely on electronics at all. In this product, it’s 
the charcoal tip that is lit to produce heat. In the charcoal 
tip, oxygen reacts with the carbon in a combustion process, 
producing heat and carbon dioxide. Even so, tobacco itself does 
not burn, which is what makes it a heated tobacco product. 

If the charcoal tip was placed directly against the tobacco, it would 
burn the tobacco. Instead, an aluminum disk that separates the 
charcoal from the tobacco has been introduced. The thickness of 
the aluminum disk between the carbon tip and the tobacco, along 
with other proprietary design features, results in the temperature 
never reaching the ignition point. The aluminum transfers the 
heat while blocking the airflow, so that air is not drawn through 
the charcoal and into the tobacco. After use, the product needs to 
be extinguished and discarded. This method of heating is a closer 
experience to lighting a cigarette.

Other smoke-free products

Those aren’t the only ways to heat tobacco, just a few examples from the products that are part of our portfolio. While heating 
tobacco is one possibility in developing alternatives to continued cigarette smoking, another approach is to generate an aerosol 
by heating an e-liquid formulation. Our battery-powered e-vapor products, also known as e-cigarettes, vaporize a liquid solution 
containing nicotine and flavors. 

By offering a diverse portfolio of potentially less harmful 
smoke-free products, our goal is to provide adult smokers 
who would otherwise continue to smoke cigarettes with  
a suitable alternative that allows them to fully switch.
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Current is passed through the outer coil. That current produces a magnetic field that intersects the heating element. 
That magnetic field creates electrical currents in the heating element called eddy currents. Similar to resistive heating, 
the electrons in those eddy currents are bouncing off of atoms in the heating element, heating it up. 

When the pressed charcoal disk is lit, a heat-generating reaction occurs, where the carbon is oxidized by oxygen to create carbon 
dioxide and heat. Other reactions may also occur in parallel, some of which also generate heat. The barrier between the pressed 
carbon disk and the tobacco blocks the carbon dioxide and other materials from passing through, but the heat is transferred.

H E A T

Induction heating of tobacco
Induction heating is a process where electrically 
conductive materials, metals for example, are heated 
through electromagnetic induction. The metal heating 
element is placed in the center of a metal coil shaped like 
a spring, so that the coil and the heating element don’t 
touch one another at all. An electric current is passed 
through the coil, which creates the magnetic field at its 
center, and that field makes the metal element at the 
center generate heat. 

Our induction HTPs use induction to heat tobacco. There 
is no direct contact between the electronics and the 
heating element, a metal strip introduced at the center 
of the tobacco plug. When the tobacco stick is inside the 
holder and the system is turned on, an electric current 
flows through the coil in the holder. This current creates 
the magnetic field that heats the heating element (the 
metal strip) inside the tobacco, which in turn heats the 
surrounding tobacco. 

Because of this internal heating core, the induction HTP 
has no blade, unlike in the earlier versions. 
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What role does science play in 
sustainability at PMI?

Science is a path to understanding the world around 
us. The global sustainability issues we face require a 
deep understanding of their causes, how the issues are 
interrelated, and the actions we can take to remedy them. 
Science and technology can play an immense role in 
building the necessary knowledge and choosing our actions 
to maximize impact. At PMI, science and technology are the 
engine of our business transformation, centered around 
our vision of accelerating the end of smoking. We rely on 
expert opinions from the scientific community to help guide 
our approach to sustainability. We also join forces with 
our stakeholders, experiment and implement meaningful 
actions, and monitor the impact of our actions. 

Science also calls for rigorous measurement and 
transparency, both of which we seek to apply to our 
sustainability priorities. Our goal of replacing cigarettes 
completely with better, smoke-free alternatives needs to 
be sustainable in many ways, not only considering our 
environmental impact. For instance, with the impact of our 
products at the core of our strategy, we developed early on 
a set of Business Transformation Metrics, which we report 
on periodically. This set of performance indicators, which 
we’ve expanded over the years to increase transparency 
and clarity, allows our stakeholders to assess both the 
pace and scale of our transformation. It also showcases 
how we’re allocating resources away from our traditional 
cigarette business, aiming to base our success on a future 
where we no longer make or sell cigarettes. 
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THE SCIENCE 
BEHIND 
SUSTAINABILITY   
AT PMI

Jennifer Motles is an International and Human Rights lawyer 
and Chief Sustainability Officer for Philip Morris International 
(PMI). Jennifer joined the company in 2015 and helped craft 
PMI’s sustainability strategy, ensuring it was intrinsically 
linked to the adoption of the company’s vision of delivering a 
smoke-free future. Since then, she has helped advance PMI’s 
transformation, honing the company’s sustainability strategy.

Science-based decision-making isn’t just about 
the hard sciences. PMI also takes a scientific 
approach to thinking about the future, including 
sustainability.
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Final thoughts to share? 

Not all sustainability issues are created equal. A company 
must focus on those sustainability issues where it 
can have the greatest impact. We are finalizing a new, 
comprehensive sustainability materiality assessment that 
will help us to define our new strategy for sustainability. 
This will help keep our strategy current, allow us to 
best fulfill our stakeholders’ expectations regarding 
sustainability, and ensure that our initiatives continue to 
address the issues where we can have the greatest impact. 
This will allow us to reassess, recalibrate, and reaffirm our 
goals. We will communicate the findings in our next report. 
Stay tuned! 

What are our goals for carbon emissions at PMI, and what specifically 
are we doing to achieve those goals?

Carbon emissions are a major contributor to the climate crisis and one of the principal threats to our planet. This is why reducing 
carbon emissions is a high priority for PMI. We’ve adopted a three-step approach to achieving our emissions targets:

WE REDUCE
consumption and optimize 

efficiency to cut greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions. 

WE MINIMIZE
the use of fossil fuels and 

promote switching to 
renewable energy. 

WE COMPENSATE
for unavoidable emissions by prioritizing 

insetting projects (nature-based solutions) 
and purchasing high-quality carbon credits.

In 2020, we strengthened our science-based targets to align 
with the recommendations of the Paris Climate Agreement: 
we have set science-based targets for reduction versus the 
2019 baseline by 50% on scope 1+2 and also scope 1+2+3 by 
2030. Those targets play a key role in our roadmap towards 
our goal of carbon neutrality in our direct operations by 2025 
and our longer-term ambition of achieving net-zero emissions 
across our entire value chain by 2040. The potential of science-
based targets is, however, not limited to climate action, and I’m 
pleased to see current developments around the application of 
such frameworks to other pressing environmental issues like 
biodiversity and freshwater. 

Basic scientific research has provided a stronger understanding 
of the pressures facing the environment, providing a deeper 
awareness of planetary boundaries. These boundaries tell us the 
extent to which humans can interact with the Earth’s systems 
without causing an upset to that system. Climate change is one 
consequence of humans crossing planetary boundaries. PMI 
sets many of its climate-related targets in response to science-
based global targets, like the Paris Climate Agreement. This 
agreement aims to stabilize global warming to 1.5 °C above pre-
industrial levels. Global science-based targets like these provide 
a helpful framework for companies like ours to define targets in 
a way that effectively contributes to globally agreed goals. 

How does science help PMI set targets for its environmental programs? 

65 USD

8 USD

In our value chain, we have the most control over our sites and our 
fleet. We invest in optimizing energy and process efficiencies and 
replacing fossil fuel-based energy with renewable sources. To reduce 
carbon emissions in our manufacturing sites, we promote efficient 
energy use, empower our workers to recommend and implement 
solutions, and we apply those improvements in the factories as well 
as across the company, just to name a few examples.

We compensate for our carbon emissions only as a last resort. In 
2020, we developed a targeted study to map the potential of nature-
based solutions in our tobacco supply chain and evaluate carbon 
sinks. The study helped define where we could make changes for the 
biggest impact to compensate our carbon emissions from within our 
own supply chain. We’ll be reporting on the projects that came out of 
this study in our next integrated report.

We introduced two complementary internal carbon prices last year: a 
shadow price of USD 65 per ton of CO2e (carbon dioxide equivalent) 

and a carbon levy of USD 8 per ton of CO2e. The shadow carbon 
price is a theoretical cost that helps us prioritize business cases 
for investment in activities aimed at structurally reducing carbon 
emissions. The carbon levy is an internal tax that is virtually charged 
to a selection of our business units as an incentive to reduce 
emissions and fund compensation solutions for unavoidable 
emissions. This helps us to size the investments required today to 
decrease GHG emissions through offsetting and insetting initiatives.
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What is “Real-world 
evidence”?
Real-world evidence comes from 
across the globe in settings with 
real-world context, usually from 
observational studies, trial data, claims, 
and electronic records databases, 
surveys, public health records, and 
more. This kind of evidence is often 
used to support decision-making in 
health care, alongside toxicological and 
clinical data. Such evidence can include 
post-marketing studies of the safety 
and efficacy of drugs. And it can also be 
used to support the approval of new 
medical uses for a drug.

Key to our product assessment program
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can include market data and sales volumes to understand 
shifts in which products are being used. They can also include 
insurance claims or hospital data that are gathered and 
anonymized for use in research or policymaking. Sometimes, 
clinical studies can even be designed in a way that allows 
them to generate real-world evidence without significantly 
impacting the participants’ behaviors.

Laboratory studies and heavily controlled experiments yield 
reliable answers to precise scientific questions. Real-world 
evidence, on the other hand, gives scientists a different angle   
on how things work in  more complex and realistic situations. 
Both types of data are important and complementary aspects 
of our product assessment approach and have an important 
place in tobacco product research overall.

Let’s compare real-world evidence to a typical clinical study. 
Clinical studies are an important part of our assessment program, 
where we observe whether there are health benefits in adult 
smokers who switch completely from cigarettes to our smoke-
free products. Participants know when they’re in a clinical study. 
They often are required to follow certain guidelines, visit the 
clinic often to provide biological samples, or may even spend 
consecutive days and nights there. Participants may use the 
products differently in a study than they would in their normal 
lives, simply because they’re more aware of their own choices, or 
want to follow the guidelines of the study.

Real-world evidence, on the other hand, comes from records and 
data that are created as part of peoples’ normal lives for the most 
part. In the examples we describe below, real-world data sources 

REAL-WORLD 
EVIDENCE   

Scientifically substantiated smoke-free products have an 
important role to play in tobacco harm reduction. Real-world 
evidence not only adds to, but also improves the understanding of 
how switching to smoke-free products can impact public health.

ON HEATED TOBACCO PRODUCTS



Cigarette sales drop after HTP commercialization Independent data from Italy
The real-world evidence from Japan regarding COPD is corroborated 
by real-world data from a clinical study led by the Center of 
Excellence for the Acceleration of Harm Reduction (CoEHAR), at the 
Catania University in Italy.

In 2017, the CoEHAR recruited COPD patients and followed them 
for three years as they went about their normal life. During the 
three-year study period, the patients visited the clinic three times, 
where their smoking and health status was checked. Once the 
study was completed, the patients’ medical records were extracted 
and reviewed. Based on the patients’ smoking status, two groups 
of patients were formed: 19 who had started using HTPs and 
significantly decreased or completely stopped their consumption of 
conventional cigarettes; and another 19 patients who had continued 
smoking only cigarettes, with no HTP use at all. 

The comparison of the health parameters between the two groups 
revealed key findings, as explained by Professor R. Polosa, founder of 
the CoEHAR: 

Conclusions
When it comes to health decision-making, several lines of evidence come into play and complement each other: evidence from 
controlled scientific experiments answers precise, pre-defined questions, while evidence collected from the real-world helps 
understand health effects of a product in real-life settings. So far, real-world evidence has indicated that introducing HTPs can 
have a beneficial impact. Launching HTPs was not only the most likely cause for a reduction in cigarette sales, but it was also 
related to a decrease in hospitalization rates due to COPD and IHD. 

We will continue to gather and evaluate real-world data, in particular, epidemiological data from long-term follow-up studies, 
that include information on other variables that might impact the risk of developing smoking-related diseases as well as lifestyle 
or other environmental factors (e.g., diet, pollution). The totality of the evidence on our smoke-free products to date, including 
both experimental and real-life data, points in the direction of harm reduction.

Lower hospitalization rates for COPD and IHD
Our data on Japan

Now, a reduction in cigarette sales is not direct evidence of harm reduction in a population. This is why we investigated whether the 
introduction of HTPs was associated with changes in indicators of smoking-related diseases at the population level. 

We obtained hospitalization rates for selected smoking-related endpoints: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), COPD 
exacerbations and ischemic heart disease (IHD). This data came from two databases: Medical Data Vision (MDV) and Japan Medical 
Data Center (JMDC). For these endpoints, we compared rates of hospitalizations before and after the introduction of HTPs in Japan. We 
observed that hospitalization rates started decreasing shortly after the launch. Those decreases so far are modest, but measurable. 
This makes sense for the population data, considering that it can take years for the excess risk for these endpoints to decrease when an 
individual quits smoking. This type of real-world data should, therefore, be followed up in the future and reproduced in other countries.

We introduced our leading heated tobacco product (HTP) on the 
Japanese market in selected cities in 2014, gradually growing to 
nationwide launch in 2016. Before this nationwide launch, total 
tobacco sales in Japan declined at a rate of 1.8% on average 
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Source: PMI Sustainability Report 2018

“HTPs use decreased the 
number of acute exacerbations 
of COPD by more than 40%.” 

Further, the overall health status, respiratory symptoms, quality of 
life, and physical activity consistently improved over the three-year 
study period in the group of participants who were using HTPs, 
while they did not improve among those participants that continued 
smoking cigarettes. These findings are particularly meaningful 
because the health effects were monitored in patients in their 
real-life conditions, where they are exposed not only to daily life 
environmental factors. 

between 2011 and 2015. After the launch of our HTP in Japan, total 
tobacco sales continued to follow that same trend. But notably, 
the sale of cigarettes declined more sharply after the nationwide 
launch of our HTP: 9.5% average annual decline from 2015 to 2018. 

An independent research group from the American Cancer Society 
also analyzed cigarette sales data from retailers to examine 
the cause of the significant decline in cigarette sales based on 
sales data from 2014 to 2018. Besides the launch of our HTP, 
factors such as pricing, more strict regulations, the availability 
of competing HTPs, or even just chance, were investigated as 
potential causes. Researchers determined those factors were 
unlikely to be main causes of the decline in cigarette sales. 

The authors concluded that the introduction of our HTP was the 
most likely explanation for the decline in cigarette sales in Japan. 
And further, the downward trend of combined tobacco sales 
continued even after the launch of our HTP. This data indicates 
that the launch of this product did not lead to an increase in 
overall tobacco consumption, and that many smokers, who 
would have otherwise continued to smoke cigarettes, have 
switched to our HTP.
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COPD hospitalizations rate over time 
in Japan, data acquired from JMDC 
database. The increasing trend of 
COPD hospitalizations changed to 
a downward trend in 2017, shortly 
after the introduction of HTPs to 
Japan. Note that there are many 
limitations to this type of research, 
and it is important to remember that 
the results do not indicate a causal 
relationship.

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11739-021-02674-3
https://www.pmi.com/resources/docs/default-source/pmi-sustainability/pmi-sustainability-report-2018-low-res.pdf?sfvrsn=cada91b5_4
https://tobaccocontrol.bmj.com/content/29/4/381
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INDEPENDENT 
STUDIES

Impact of our HTP aerosol on an 
in vitro model of human airway

A review article provided a detailed description of the 
results of recent studies examining the biological impact 
of the aerosol from our Tobacco Heating System (THS) on 
human cells compared to cigarette smoke.

Five PMI studies assessed the effects of the THS aerosol 
on human epithelial buccal, bronchial, nasal, gingival, 
and small airway cells by using three-dimensional, 
organotypic culture systems. The studies used comparable 
methodologies, and data from the buccal, bronchial, and 
nasal studies were evaluated by a meta-analysis. Cells from 
human donors were grown in specially developed inserts 
at the air–liquid interface, which represents the physiology 
of epithelial cells in human biology.

In those studies, standard toxicological assays were combined 
with network-based systems toxicology analyses to identify 
otherwise undetectable cellular-level effects. The results 
demonstrated that the THS aerosol has a minimal biological 
impact on human airway cells compared to cigarette smoke.

Assessing aerosol physics using computational fluid dynamics

Evaluating the impact of TNPs on 
health and functioning
A recent review paper assessed the development of our new 
self-reporting health and functioning instrument, which aims 
to accurately reflect the health status of people switching from 
cigarettes to less harmful tobacco and/or nicotine products (TNPs).

This paper presented insights from three research activities from 
the preparatory phase of the development of the new self-report 
measure. A scoping literature review was conducted to identify the 
positive and negative impact of TNP use on health and functioning. 
Focus groups (n=29) on risk perception and individual interviews 
(n=40) on the perceived dependence in people who use TNPs 
were also reanalyzed in the context of health and functioning, and 
expert opinion was gathered from five key opinion leaders and five 
technical consultants.

Analyzing the findings of the review of 97 articles, qualitative input 
from people who use TNPs, and expert feedback helped generate a 
preliminary conceptual framework, including health and functioning 
and conceptually related domains impacted by TNP use. These 
domains included physical health signs and symptoms, general 
physical appearance, functioning (physical, sexual, cognitive, 
emotional, and social), and general health perceptions.

The paper concluded that the preliminary conceptual framework 
could inform future research on the development and validation 
of new measures for assessing the overall health and functioning 
impact of TNPs from the users’ perspective.

Learn more about our self-reporting instruments: ABOUT 
Toolbox Health & Functioning

This paper assessed our free and open AeroSolved software, 
which was developed to enable scientists to learn and explore 
multiple facets of aerosol physics using Computational Fluid 
Dynamics.

The software simulates physical properties and dynamics 
of aerosols, and can show, for example, how droplets in 
an aerosol move, change, or deposit in devices or in the 
respiratory tract. The aerosol is described within a Eulerian-
Eulerian framework with the aerosol size distribution and 
aerosol dynamics represented by either a sectional or a two-
moment method.

The moment method assumes a log-normal shape and fixed 
width of distribution, while the sectional method resolves 

the particle size distribution without constraints on its shape, 
thus being more accurate but also computationally expensive.

These two methods are demonstrated as complementary tools 
for industrial real-case scenarios where complex aerosol flow 
is simulated in a simplified geometry of the capillary aerosol 
generator. The more accurate and detailed sectional method serves 
as a tuning tool for the less computationally demanding log-normal 
moment method, which is used for parametric studies concerning 
system performance. 

The simulations provided details on particle formation and the 
sensitivity of the setup to thermodynamic conditions. The open-
source approach to code also opens up future possibilities for it to 
be externally reviewed, verified, and validated.

Evaluating the impact of exclusive e-cigarettes and HTPs 
use on MCC efficiency

Monitoring the impact 
of regular use of NNPs: a 
population survey in England

A study published in the Harm Reduction Journal 
examined the impact of regular use of non-combustible 
nicotine products (NNPs), defined as one year or more, 
on adults in England. 

The cross-sectional survey, which was conducted between 
February and June 2020, analyzed the prevalence, and 
sociodemographic, alcohol and smoking status correlates, of 
ever regular use of NNPs in England in 2020. A total of 8486 
adults were surveyed.

The results showed that regular NNPs use of a year or 
more was highest among smokers and ex-smokers, and 
rare among never-smokers. The researchers concluded 
that “if never-smokers are using these products, then it 
does not appear to be habit forming”. Among people who 
regularly used NNPs, nicotine replacement therapies (NRT) 
were the most popular.

Japan study analyzes 
biomarkers of potential  
harm in HNBP users,  
cigarette smokers and  
never-smokers  

A post-marketing observational study in Japan 
published in Nicotine & Tobacco examined the impact 
of biomarkers of potential harm (BoPH) associated with 
smoking-related diseases on users of a heat-not-burn 
tobacco product (HNBP) and cigarette smokers.

Exclusive users of a novel tobacco vapor (NTV) product, 
conventional cigarette (CC) smokers, and people who had 
never smoked, were enrolled in the observational, cross-
sectional, multicenter category study conducted by Japan 
Tobacco Inc. Participants also answered a questionnaire 
on cough-related symptoms and health-related quality of 
life (QOL).

The results indicated that exclusive NTV users had 
favorable levels of BoPH compared to cigarette smokers, 
due to a decline in exposure to the harmful substances 
contained in tobacco smoke.

The study provided evidence suggesting that some 
biomarkers of potential harm, including respiratory 
function and QOL, exhibit differences in level between 
the CC group and the NTV group, and switching 
completely to an NTV may lower the harmful effects 
associated with combustion. 

A study published in Therapeutic Advances in Chronic Disease  
examined the impact of exclusive e-cigarettes and heated 
tobacco products (HTPs) use on muco-ciliary clearance (MCC) 
efficiency.

Chronic exposure to toxic chemicals in cigarette smoke 
can cause progressive structural damage and functional 
alterations of the airways. Tobacco smoking impairs MCC 
efficiency as shown by prolonged saccharin test transit time 
(STTT). 

Researchers conducted saccharin tests, which measure MCC 
transit time (TT), in a group of exclusive e-cigarettes and 
HTPs users. The test results were compared with the data of 
former, current, and never smokers. 

The results indicated that former smokers who switched to 
exclusive, regular use of combustion-free nicotine delivery 
systems had similar saccharin transit time as never and 
former smokers. This suggests that e-cigarettes and HTPs 
are unlikely to have detrimental effects on MCC function.

https://www.pmiscience.com/library/publication/effects-of-aerosol-from-the-tobacco-heating-system-%28ths%29-on-human-organotypic-cultures-of-the-aerodigestive-tract
https://www.pmiscience.com/library/publication/impact-of-tobacco-and-or-nicotine-products-on-health-and-functioning-a-scoping-review-and-findings-from-the-preparatory-phase-of-the-development-of-a-new-self-report-measure
https://www.pmiscience.com/whats-new/about-toolbox-health-functioning
https://www.pmiscience.com/whats-new/about-toolbox-health-functioning
https://www.pmiscience.com/library/publication/aerosolved-computational-fluid-dynamics-modeling-of-multispecies-aerosol-flows-with-sectional-and-moment-methods
https://harmreductionjournal.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12954-021-00562-9
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8274485/
https://academic.oup.com/ntr/article/23/7/1143/6121436
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/20406223211035267


Important information

This Scientific Update provides an overview of the most recent scientific developments behind PMI’s approach 
to achieving a smoke-free future through a range of alternatives to cigarettes that do not burn tobacco. 

The following pages include our product development and assessment efforts, our initiatives 
to share our methodologies and results, as well as independent research and government reports. 

More detailed information can be found at www.pmiscience.com.

https://www.pmiscience.com

